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Abstract A model of semi-infinite semiconductor super-lattice topped

with a metal-insulator(M-h5L) is suggested A modified Giutiant-Quinn

surface plasmon is found. It is interesting to note that the frequency and

critical wavelength can be arbitrarily chosen by varying thickness of the

insulator. In particular, a new type of surface plasmon with null critical

wave vector exists only below the bulk plasmon continuum, and the

frequency is directly related to the ratio of thickness of the insulator d to

the superlattice spacing a
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Collective charge-density excitations or a seml-lnflntte semiconductor

superlattlce have recently beon studied ' " 1 A new type of surface

plasmon, with a novel feature of being free of Landau damping, has been

predicted by Giuliani and Qulrm'. Intrasubband and intersubband surface

modes nave been found. These modes can exist only for a wave vector

smaller than a critical wave vector value q»—a"' ln[(£j -&({£,+e,)\ where

<r, and 6 0 are respectively dielectric constants of the semiconductor and

the insulator. As ^ approaches e0 the vaiue of q* increases logarithmi-

cally so that the existence of surface modes depends critically on the

difference in background dielectric constants of the semiconductor

superlattlce and the bounding medium. They can be studied by the Inelastic

Raman scattering and electron-energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS), but have

not yet been observed experimentally. Recent calculations of Raman

intensities5 Indicate that the existence of the higher critical wave vector

q* makes It difficult to couple to them via light scattering techniques, and

also show possible difficulties In the ability to resolve surface modes

from the bulk spectrum for Its frequencies close to bulk frequencies In

small in-plane wave vector value. Therefore, in this Rapid Communication,.,

we suggest a semf-mrinlte semiconductor superlattlce topped with

metal-insulator, and find a novel surface plasmon with a remarkable

property of controllable critical wave vector and separating spectrum far

away from bulk band.

Our mode) system corresponding to the seml-inftnlte semiconductor

superlattice under consideration is shown In Fig. I We take the electron

density to have a 1-function localization In the plane. The electrons are

free to move in the plane and electrons in different planes Interact only

via the coulomb Interaction The possibility or tunneling between two

planes and of tntersubband transitions has been Ignored. The planes or the

two-dimensional electron gas are situated at z=Ja where J goes from o
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to » and are embedded In a space of dielectric constant t s for z >0 and

6 Q for -d< z< 0. A grounded metal sheet is placed at z—d. This system is

actually a semi-Infinite semiconductor superlattlce topped with a metal-

insulatortM-l-SU. This new kind or seml-tnflnite semiconductor

superlattice is as easy to fabricate as the usual type. The reason to

Introduce such a slight educated boundary condition lies in the fact, as

Will be ShOWn belOW, that this M-I-SL «Wts ore kind of surface plasmon with

null critical wave vector when the distance between the metal and the

first electron layer at z=0 Is larger than hair the superlattice spacingU.e.,

d >a/2). In particular, this surface plasmon spectrum decreases rapidly as

geometrical factor (fl= d/a) increases.

Our approach is patterned after the discussion of Refs I, 6. From

Maxwell equations, one can readily express the electric field, associated

with an electronic excitation frequency C J , as follows: for -d< z < 0, we

have

E-explt(qy-«t)|O, Aslnh(B(z*d)], -<tq/B)AcoshfB(z+d)]J (I)

where B ^ q 2 - ^ * ^ 2 ^ : 2 ) 1 ' 2 , q Is wave vector along the y direction. For

i > 0. the field can be written as

E-exp[Hdy-&H)l(O, En
+

-<q/fls)Kn* (2)

where B s - ( fc s «2 /c 2 - q 2 ) " 2 , and n-O, 1, 2 . . . . . The amplitudes En should

satisfy the relations

En*-Eo
s exp(-«na) n-O, 1.2
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Here o( ,s a complex wave vector to be determined. For an infinite

superiattice, a finite value for the electric field demands the wave vector

c/ to be purely imaginary. In the present case, however, o( will have

positive real part to be determined. The boundary conditions that Ey be

continuous at z-O, a, 2a,..., and the discontinuity of Dz at z«O, a, 2a, .... be

equal to Ank must be satisfied, where ft is the induced charge density.

It is important to notice that the induced charge density tff is only

responsible for the tongitudinal electric field Ey, and it depends not only

on the field Itself, but also on the electric polarizabiltty. The boundary

conditions at z=0 yield

-2AsinhBd (4,a)

K20seo/6sfl)AcoshDd-o

similarly, the boundary conditions at z*a yield

Eo* [exp(iBsa)-exp(-»<a)J*E0- lexpH8sa)-exp(-*3))*0

(4,b)

Eo
+ [exp(iBsa)-( 1 (exp(-IOsa)-( I -

(5,a)

-0 (5,b)

where ^(q.to)—4TiiBs^{q,(J)/es , and y£(q.«*J), In the random-phase

approximation, is the susceptibility of a non Interact Ing two-dimensional

electron gas' After some algebraic manipulations ror Eqs. (4), (5), the

dispersion relation for the surface ptasmons is given by

1 J=0 (6)

here £ R - £ Q / € S . A simple analytic expression for ?(q,w) can be obtained

In the nonrelativlstlc l imit (0 s -» Iq) when a » q v f where v f Is the Fermi

velocity of the electrons in the quantum well . In this case, one can make

use of the approximation ^ ( o > o ) — m 2 / m * r f . where n is the electron

density per unit area and m * is the electronic effective mass I D the layers.

Eq.(6) can be wri t ten as

s)qa(cosh(qa)- fRs(nMqa)coth(
(

[slnMqaX l - (7)

where "Hd/a), <^-(4nneir/m*a)1/:' The critical wave vector q* where the

surface mode turns into a bulk mode Is readily evaluated from the Eqs.(4)

and (5). Similarly to the corresponding case In seml-inrinlte superiattice

discussed by Giuliani and Qulnn1, surface plasmons can exist above or

below the bulk plasmon band. For surface plasmon above the upper edge of

the bulk plasmon band, q* Is given by

<?R-tanh(»q*a)tanh(<i*a/2) (8,a)

For surface plasmon below the lower edge of- the band, q* is given by

It is simple to verify that, if a Is kept constant, while , the system



reduces to the model suggested by Giultanli and Qutrw, the dispersion

relation (7) becomes the well known analytic formula

r i (9)

The expressions of critical wave vector q* In (8) and (9) also reduce to the

Giuliani-Qulnn formula

q*- -a (10)

The most significant results for our model Me tn the fact that both the

dispersion relation and critical wave vector are not only dependent of

6-R(-£„/£,), but also are directly related to the ratio of thickness or the

Insulator d to the superlattlce spacing a. In particular, the critical

wavelength of suf ace ptasmon (or critical wave vector) can be arbitrarily

chosen by varying the distance between the metal sheet and the first layer

of the semi-Infinite superlattlce. Obviously, a null critical wave vector

can also be obtained from Eq.(8b) if the thickness or insulator Is

appropriately ChOSen SO that the fol lowing re la t ion between fcn and n l s
R

satisfied

for q*= 0 ( I I )

Various plots or the surface plasmon dispersion relation and critical wave

vector are shown In figs.2-3. There are several general features in our

results that are worth mentioning:

(I) There Is a critical thickness of the insulator d*- 0.5a. The modes

with q*= 0 exist only for a thickness of the insulator larger than the
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critical thickness d* or d > d*. Actually, this reflects a necessary

Condition €j, > I for the existence of the surface plasnon with q* = 0.

(ID The surface plasmon with q * - 0 always lies below the bulk plasmon

band, and «o-» 0 when q-» 0. Therefore, we refer to It as the acoustic

surface plasmon (ASP). On the other hand, we refer to the surface plasmon

with nonzero critical wave vector as the modified Giuilani-Ouinn surface

plasmontMGQSP), which can exist above (for £„< 1) or below (for £-„> I ) the

bulk plasmon band.

( i l l ) For the usual geometry with vacuum outside, the GQ surface

plasmon exists only for q >l 7x l0 4 cr rT ( for sample I ofOlego et a l 8 If

the Insulator between the metal sheet and superlattlce is replaced with

vacuum, the critical wave vector q* of MGOSP becomes controllable

through varying thickness of the vacuum layer. Moreover, the frequencies

for both ASP and MGOSP are no longer uniquely determined by material

parameter t R or a semi-infinite semiconductor superlattice, they can be

changed decreaslngly with Increasing distance between the topped metal

sheet and the first layer of the seml-lnfinlte superlattice In view of the

current flexibility tn design and manufacture of semiconductor Si's

device. It would be very simple to observe the surface waves with the

required properties.

The value of e l to be used In (3) Is determined by the requirement that

the bulk-mode condition be satisfied for the same values of co and q. This

leads to the following relationship:

exo(-tfaMAtexp<-Qa)-A_exp<qa)l2£Rcoth(mja)] r i (12)

where
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A direct inspection of Eq.{l2) makes it apparent that * has a positive

real part everywhere in the plane (a) , q) except inside the bulk plasmon

band

In order to observe the modes in the experiment or optical absorption or

reflection It will be necessary to produce a grating on the metal sheet. The

grating spring I r.'wuld sattsry the inequality L< 2ir/q*, this would be

very easy to achieve because of controllable q* The relatively small

values of q* make the total reflection less attenuated. Therefore, Raman

scattering s anc1 electron-loss spectroscopy9 appear to be powerful

experimental probes for observing these surface plasmon. Although no

Guflfanlt-Giufnn surface plasmon has been observed experimentally for

values of qa up to approximately 1.38 9, we believe that ASP andMGQSP

we suggested will be possible candidates to be observed easily, for there

are lower critical wave vectors q* and large gaps between the bulk

plasmon band and the surface plasmon spectrum. A remaining problem is

the weight of Intensity of Raman scattering for these modes, calculation

about it Is in progress.
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Figure Captions:

Fig.) The semi-infinite semiconductor superlattlce topped with a metal-

Insulator under consideration An Insulator with dielectric constant £ 0

occupies the space between the meta) and the first layer of semi-infinite

superlattice

Fig.2 Dispersion relation <o Vs qa for the surface plasmons of M-I-SL

model. The upper shaded regions is the bulk plasmon band continuum. The

lower shaded region Is the singte-partlcle continuum. The dashed lines

denote MGOSP, the solid lines denote ASP

Ftg.3 Plot of critical wave vector q* as a function of yi for a given f R ;

(a) for surface plasmon above the bulk plasmon band, and (b) for surface

plasmon below the bulk plasmon band.

metal electron layers

—d

z= - d z - 0 z -a z»2a

Fig. 1
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